
Iliyan Stefanov Chosen
Dr Iliyan Stefanov was born in Bulgaria but
has lived and worked in Scotland for
decades. His background has given him the
kind of wide experience that makes for a
good MP.

As a young man he headed up local enterprises
emerging from communism. He was a local
councillor. By training he is an economist and
has taught the subject in UK universities.

He now works for Dundee University in the
student support role. As such he is very aware
of the pressures and problems which can
effect our young people.

He is particularly concerned with the mental
well being of young people and is involved in
the ‘Choose Life’ programme

Now at 54 he and his wife Penka are keen hill
walkers. So far they have ‘‘’bagged’  95 Monros.

From Iliyan Stefanov, John Biggam and the Lib Dem team

Longannet Power Station to close
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Iliyan believes that Lib Dem vote is a vote that helps to
consolidate the progress we have made already
without tipping the country into the Tories’ extreme
austerity or opening spending floodgates with
disastrous consequences.

Clackmannanshire

It was announced in March that Longannet Power Station is to close next year, about 4 years
earlier than expected. Many local people work there and we must support them into new jobs in a
greener energy future.

However we must remember that it was the presence of Longannet Power Sation that allowed
trains to return to Alloa and we must be grateful for this. The trains have proved popular and will
continue, meanwhile residents in Clackmannan may rejoice that an end is in sight to coal trains
disturbing their sleep. We must use this opportunity to press for train services to be extended to
Fife.
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You can write
to John S. Biggam, 17 Stirling St., Tillicoultry FK13 6EA or
email liberal@jsb.me.uk
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Liberal Democrat action in our community

?Your
Views

Further £400 income tax cut taking
those on £12,000 a year out of the
system.
Extra £800 Million to safeguard Scot-
tish NHS.
Guaranteed fair pension rises be-
cause of the Lib Dems’ triple lock.
Balance the books: Strengthen the
Economy.
Transfer more powers away from
London.

Achieved in Government!

Taxes Down £800
Record Pensions rises
174,000 more Scottish Jobs
UK Health Service spending protected

What would be the effect of your
vote for Liberal Democrats? We
will be able to deliver some of the
main policies we have announced
in our manifesto and we will also
be able to restrain any coalition
partner from going too much to the
left or too much to the right, as we
have done over the past 5 years.
You will have as a result a strong-
er economy and fairer society.
This is a safe and responsible
choice to make.
Yours sincerely,

New Cycle and Walking Route Welcomed

Platform 9 in Stirling Rail Station

Proposed Extension of Quarry Facility at Glenquey
Residents of Dollar & Muckhart may be concerned that although the
application for extension of the approval to quarry sand and gravel was
refused by Perth & Kinross Council on 19 November 2014 it is now the
subject of an appeal to Scottish Ministers.


